
Characters D6 / Ree-Yees (Gran Dog Handler)

Name: Ree-Yees

Homeworld: Kinyen

Died: 4 ABY, Tatooine

Species: Gran

Gender: Male

Eye color: Black

Skin color: Pink

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

        Blaster: 5D+1

        Brawling Parry: 5D

        Dodge: 5D

        Throwing Weapons: 4D

PERCEPTION: 2D+1

        Bargain: 4D+1

        Con: 3D+2

        Forgery: 4D+1

        Gambling: 4D

        Hide: 5D

        Persuasion: 4D+2

        Search: 3D+2

        Sneak: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

        Bureaucracy: 3D+2

        Law Enforcement: 3D

        Scholar; Animal Handling: 5D

        Streetwise: 4D

        Value: 3D+1

STRENGTH: 3D+1

        Brawling: 4D

        Lifting: 3D+2

MECHANICAL: 3D

        Beast Riding: 6D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

        First Aid: 4D+2

        Security: 3D+1

Special Abilities:



        Vision: Grans` unique combination of eyestalks gives them a larger spectrum of vision than other

species. They can see well into the infrared range (no penalties in darkness), and gain a bonus of +1D to

notice sudden movements. Gran were also able to sense one another's emotions and disposition by

noting subtle changes in body heat and skin color. Gaining +1D to detect deception in skills checks such

as Bargain, Con, etc.

Story Factors:

        Eating Habits: Gran chewed and digested their food quite slowly, savoring the flavor carefully. A

single meal could take almost an entire day to finish, but a Gran would often not need to eat for several

days afterwards.

        Loneliness: Gran had a strong need for companionship, a Gran left alone for too long would go

insane or die of loneliness. Generally, they needed other Gran for companionship, but some Gran were

able to form sufficiently strong bonds with aliens.

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS  300

                 Blaster Pistol (4D), Blaster Rifle (5D), Street Clothes, Gloves, Comlink, Animal Feed

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 2

DARK SIDE POINTS - 0

CHARACTER POINTS - 4

Description: Ree-Yees was a Gran male who worked for the Hutt crime lord Jabba Desilijic Tiure and was

responsible for watching Buboicullaar, the Hutt's pet frog-dog. On one occasion, Ree-Yees lost

Buboicullaar on board Jabba's sail barge, the Khetanna, and was forced to clean the vessel and search

for the pet before Jabba revealed that he could summon the frog-dog with a simple call. The Gran was

later part of a crowd that confronted the bounty hunter Boba Fett at the palace when Fett spoke with

Jabba's majordomo, Bib Fortuna; however Fett convinced Ree-Yees and the others to back down based

on his reputation.

In 4 ABY, Ree-Yees was present in Jabba's Palace on the planet Tatooine when the droids R2-D2 and C-

3PO delivered a message to Jabba from the Jedi Luke Skywalker, who wished for the Hutt to free the

smuggler Han Solo from carbonite. After watching a performance by the Max Rebo Band, Ree-Yees

gleefully watched the dancer Oola be eaten by Jabba's pet rancor, Pateesa.

He then witnessed Princess Leia Organa, disguised as the bounty hunter Boushh, bargin with Jabba for

the bounty on the Wookiee Chewbacca. Having seen through Organa's disguise, Jabba had Ree-Yees

and others wait with him in order to ambush the princess when she freed Solo from carbonite later that

night, with Ree-Yees covering the vocoder of C-3PO in order to prevent him from warning the pair.

Once Skywalker himself arrived at the palace to free his various allies, Ree-Yees excitedly watched him

battle the rancor, but was shocked and frustrated when the Jedi killed the beast. The Gran then

accompanied Jabba on the Khetanna as they traveled to the Great Pit of Carkoon to watch Skywalker,



Solo, and Chewbacca be executed; however, Skywalker and his allies freed themselves and managed to

kill Jabba. They then destroyed the Khetanna and Ree-Yees perished in the explosion.

Biography

A disappointing dog-keeper

The Gran male Ree-Yees was an exiled thief from the planet Kinyen who worked as an insignificant

henchman in the criminal empire of the Hutt crime lord Jabba Desilijic Tiure. A part of the Hutt's

entourage, he had the unglamorous job of looking after the crime lord's guard dog, the frog-dog

Buboicullaar. On one occasion, Ree-Yees lost track of Buboicullaar on board Jabba's sail barge, the

Khetanna. Angered, the Hutt had Ree-Yees brought before him by a pair of guards on the sail barge's

top deck while the vehicle hovered above a junkyard on the planet Tatooine. The crime lord claimed the

Gran was not even worth feeding to his pet krayt dragon and threatened to have Ree-Yees thrown

overboard into the junkyard below, but the dog watcher pleaded for his life and promised to both find

Buboicullaar and clean the entire sail barge.

Jabba agreed to give Ree-Yees the time that it would take for the Khetanna to sail back to Jabba's

Palace in the Dune Sea to make good on both his promises. The Gran then began cleaning the barge

while calling out for the frog-dog, searching under wires and leaving out a plate of Buboicullaar's favorite

food—steaming fecal worms—as bait. Buboicullaar then ate the worms while Ree-Yees back was turned

and moved elsewhere in the ship before the Gran noticed him.

Jabba, disappointed

After cleaning the barge's engine room and sick bay, Ree-Yees encountered Jabba in the larder and was

told to clean the donation room, the prison for those who refused to donate, and finally the pit where the

krayt dragon was kept. Ree-Yees entered the pit with a bone, which he used to distract the chained

dragon while dashing over to the sewage grate in the room to search for Buboicullaar. Under the grate,

he found the frog-dog's dog-tag amongst the sewage and assumed the pet had been eaten, diving into

the sewage himself in order to avoid being devoured by the krayt dragon.

Ree-Yees then emerged from the waste disposal chute on the underside of the barge and saw that the

barge had reached the palace, meaning he was out of time. He climbed up the side of the Khetanna to

the top deck and offered to throw himself overboard to save Jabba the trouble; however, the Hutt then

simply summoned Buboicullaar by calling out the frog-dogs name. Laughing at tricking the Gran into

cleaning the barge, the Hutt told Ree-Yees to wash himself and take better care of Buboicullaar in future.

Better disappointment than death

In 3 ABY, the smuggler Han Solo was frozen in carbonite and handed over to the bounty hunter Boba

Fett, who set out to deliver the smuggler to Jabba and collect the bounty that the Hutt had set on the

smuggler's head. However, the Crimson Dawn crime syndicate stole Solo from Fett, causing Jabba to put

a bounty on Fett instead. When Fett learned of this, he traveled to Jabba's Palace to confront the Hutt.

Ree-Yees and Jabba's accountant Tessek walked past Fett together as the bounty hunter approached

the palace, where he was greeted by the Hutt's majordomo, Bib Fortuna.

While Fortuna explained that Jabba was not available, as the Hutt had left the palace to attend the



Crimson Dawn's auction for Solo, Ree-Yees and Tessek circled back into the palace. The pair then

joined a crowd who emerged behind Fortuna with their weapons drawn as the majordomo suggested Fett

leave. The bounty hunter refused, reminding the crowd of his reputation and warning that if they died

fighting him they would be dying only for the sake of Fortuna. Silently, the Gran lowered his weapon

along with the rest of the crowd and allowed Fett to enter the palace with Fortuna in order to see the

invitation.

A less disappointing spectacle

In 4 ABY, Ree-Yees was among the courtiers present in the throne room of Jabba's Palace when the

droids C-3PO and R2-D2 were brought in by Fortuna and two Gamorrean guards. Stood between two of

the alcoves by the throne room's entrance, the Gran turned to watch the droids as they moved before

Jabba and delivered a holographic message from the Jedi Knight Luke Skywalker, who requested and

audience to bargain for the life of Solo. Ree-Yees then laughed along with the rest of the court when

Jabba declared that there would be no bargain, as the Hutt enjoyed displaying the frozen Solo on one of

the walls of the throne room.

Ree-Yees later sat in the alcove nearest to the throne room door with Buboicullaar chained nearby in

order to watch a performance of "Jedi Rocks" by the Max Rebo Band. The Gran moved along to the song

until the dancer Oola refused advances from Jabba and as a result was dropped into the pit below the

throne room where Jabba kept his pet rancor, Pateesa. Ree-Yees rushed to the grating above the pit to

watch the dancer's demise and cheered as the beast emerged. After the creature devoured Oola, blaster-

fire from outside the throne room caused the Gran and others to turn in surprise and then crowd round

the entrance to see what was causing the commotion.

A disappointing lack of death

Princess Leia Organa, disguised as the bounty hunter Boushh then entered with the Wookiee

Chewbacca, a companion of Solo, as her prisoner. Ree-Yees moved back to allow the pair to make their

way before the throne, where Organa bartered with the Hutt for the bounty on Chewbacca's head. The

Gran ducked back when Organa revealed a live thermal detonator, but returned to his position as Jabba

offered enough to satisfy Organa and conclude the exchange. Jabba, however, had seen through

Organa's disguise, and set up a trap for her later that night.

The Hutt hid behind a curtain next to Solo's frozen form and lay in wait along with his favourite courtiers

for Organa to try and come free him. Ree-Yees hid behind the same curtain, holding C-3PO, who had

become Jabba's translator, in place covering the protocol droid's vocoder to keep him from shouting out a

warning as Organa released Solo from the carbonite. Jabba then revealed himself and the Gran released

C-3PO, laughing when the Hutt insulted Solo. Both Organa and Solo were then taken captive.

Jabba and his court, fueled by spotchka, later slept in the throne room, with Ree-Yees laying in the

second alcove from the door. When Jabba was woken by the arrival of Skywalker, who had come to

rescue his friends, Ree-Yees stood and slowly pushed forward with other courtiers to surround Skywalker

as he tried to convince Jabba to hand over his prisoners. After Skywalker threatened Jabba with a

blaster, the Jedi was dropped into the rancor pit, and Ree-Yees rushed to the grate again hoping to see

another execution. He laughed and cheered as Jubnuk, a Gamorrean guard who had fallen in with



Skywalker, squealed in terror and tried to escape the rancor before being devoured. However, the

cheering stopped when Skywalker managed to kill Pateesa by crushing the rancor beneath the gate to

the pit. Outraged, Jabba declared that Skywalker, Solo, and Chewbacca would be executed at the Great

Pit of Carkoon.

The final disappointment

Ree-Yees then accompanied Jabba as they traveled to the pit onboard the Khetanna, crowdin with a

drink in hand to the windows of the sail barge's viewing deck to watch the execution once they reached

the pit. Standing with Tessek, the Gran laughed when Skywalker gave Jabba one last chance to

surrender or die, but after the Hutt ordered the Jedi pushed off the skiff carrying the prisoners and into

the pit, Skywalker attacked his captors and began to free his comrades. On board the barge, Organa

destroyed Jabba's control panel and caused all of the window panels in the barge to close, throwing the

room Ree-Yees was in into darkness. The Gran rushed around in panic and confusion with the other

courtiers while Organa used the chains binding her to Jabba to choke the Hutt to death.

Organa then escaped to the barge's top deck, where she and Skywalker fired a turret down into the

Khetanna and then escaped. The shot caused the Khetanna to explode from the inside, and Ree-Yees

perished in the fiery blast. In 34 ABY, the memory banks of the smelter droid 8D-J8 contained an internal

data record that showed Ree-Yees drinking on the Khetanna with the Yarkora Saelt-Marae and one of

them questioning why the was droid onboard rather than with the Jawas in Jabba's entourage. An

illustration of Ree-Yees with a caption describing him as miserable looking was included in an artist's

journal, which was restored, expanded, and displayed at the Graf Archive at some point after 34 ABY.

Personality and traits

Despite flourishing among the criminal classes on Tatooine the alcoholic outcast Ree-Yees was the butt

of many jokes and loathed Jabba, although not as much as Buboicullaar, who was fully sentient,

despised Ree-Yees. Having enjoyed watching Oola perish Ree-Yees similarly hoped to enjoy the

spectacle of Skywalker's death at the hands of the rancor, but went through three phases of emotion

during the event.

At first, the Gran felt a pitiless, sadistic joy upon seeing the fate of Jubnuk, and then excitement as it

seemed as though the Jedi would meet the same fate. Finally, the death of the rancor was unthinkable to

Ree-Yees, and while trying to process it he felt incredulity and disappointment. Frustrated by this turn of

events, he traveled to the Great Pit of Carkoon hoping to see it rectified, but was ultimately disappointed

once again. Ree-Yees had pink skin and black eyes.

Equipment

Ree-Yees wore a brown tunic and pants with a brown belt and light brown boots. He carried a black

blaster rifle and a blaster pistol, and, while cleaning the Khetanna, used a pair of yellow gloves but tore

through the fingers. 

Stats by FreddyB, Descriptive Text from WookieePedia.
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